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Wednesday Lecture ‘Open Office Hours’

Short lecture at beginning on special topics / concluding thoughts

Work on finishing up your final projects



Final Project Deliverables

Only code in final project repo by 12/12/21 will be graded!

Written report (.PDF or .MD) must be in results directory

Final presentation link should be in results directory

Report focuses on summary of final dataset and results

Presentation focuses on development and concluding thoughts

Don’t forget your README and Development log!



ICES Evaluations

You are strongly encouraged to provide course feedback

go.illinois.edu/ices-online

http://go.illinois.edu/ices-online


Learning Objectives

Motivate and define sets

Introduce set notation and set similarity

Show how sets can be used to address large-scale problems



Fundamental Data Structures

List

Stack and Queue

Tree

Graph

Hash Table

Set



Sets

A set is an unordered and unindexed collection  of data

mySet = set(["A", "B", "C", "D", "E"]) 

print(mySet) 

mySet.add("F") 

print(mySet.pop()) 
print(mySet) 
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Sets

By convention a set contains no duplicates.

mySet = set(["A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "E"]) 

print(mySet) 

mySet.add("A") 

mySet.add("F") 

print(mySet.pop()) 
print(mySet) 
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Sets

In Python, a set can only store immutable data — why?

#mySet = set([ ['Not allowed', "List"] ]) 
mySet = set([ ("Am Allowed", "Tuple") ]) 

print(mySet) 

mySet.add("A") 
mySet.add("F") 

print(mySet.pop()) 
print(mySet) 
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Logic used sets (we ignored it)

, ∀x ∈ D P(x)
 = Everyone in the audienceD

The universal quantifier states a predicate is True for all values in the 
domain

 = “Person  gets a car!”P(x) x

, ∃x ∈ D ¬P(x)
 = All books in my libraryD

The existential quantifier states that there exists a value in the 
domain for which a predicate is True

 = “I’ve read ”P(x) x



Data processing using sets

GT
G

CT
A

AA
A

GG
G

AC
T

AA
G

CT
A

TC
GA

CA
T

GC
GC

GC
T

TTA

>Read 1 
ATGGTTAGAATTAAACCCGG 
TGCTAATAAACCUAGTGATG
>Read 2 
CGATAGCACAGGTAGATCC 
TACGTAGAGGTCATTAGCC
>Read 3 
TACGTAGAGGTCATTAGCCG 
TGCTAATAAACCUAGTGATG

How many unique objects are present?

Is a particular object or set of objects present? Absent?



Data processing using sets

Find other files that are similar to me

What objects can be found in multiple sets? What objects are unique?



Set Union

The union of two or more sets is __________________________.

set1 = set([1,2,3,4,5]) 
set2 = set([2,4,6,8,10]) 

set3 = set1.union(set2) 

set2.update(set1) 
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Set Intersection

The intersection of two or more sets is _____________________.

set1 = set([1,2,3,4,5]) 
set2 = set([2,4,6,8,10]) 

set3 = set1.intersection(set2) 
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Set Difference

The difference of two sets is __________________________.

set1 = set([1,2,3,4,5]) 
set2 = set([2,4,6,8,10]) 

set3 = set1.difference(set2) 
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Set Symmetric Difference

The symmetric difference of two sets is _____________________.

set1 = set([1,2,3,4,5]) 
set2 = set([2,4,6,8,10]) 

set3 = set1.symmetric_difference(set2) 
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Inclusion-Exclusion Principle

|A ∪ B | =



Set Operations

A ∪ B

A ∩ B

A / B

A △ B

Union

Intersection

Difference

Symmetric difference

 = {1, 2, 3, 4}A  = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}B



Uses for sets

1) Sets (as a hash table) are an efficient data structure for find

2) Sets are a natural way to identify cardinality

3) Sets can be used to estimate similarity between objects



Cardinality

The cardinality of a set is the number of unique objects.

Image: https://doi.org/10.1038/nature03597

m

Image: https://doi.org/10.1186/s13059-016-0997-x

https://doi.org/10.1038/nature03597


List Cardinality

def naive_cardinality(li): 
    card=0 

    for i,v1 in enumerate(li): 
        new=True 

        for v2 in s[:i]:  
            if v1 == v2: 
                new=False                  
                break 

        if new==True: 
            card+=1 

    return card 
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Time: Space:



List Cardinality

def sort_cardinality(li): 
    li.sort() 
    card=1 

    for i in range(len(li[1:])):  
        if li[i] != li[i-1]: 
            card+=1 

    return card 
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Time: Space:



Set Cardinality

def set_cardinality(s): 

    mySet = set([s]) 

    return len(mySet) 
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Time: Space:



Set Similarity

Given two sets  & , how can we describe how similar they are?A B



Set Similarity

Given two sets  & , how can we describe how similar they are?A B



Set Similarity
To measure similarity of  & , we need both a measure of how 
similar the sets are but also the total size of both sets.

A B

J =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

 is the Jaccard coefficientJ



Jaccard Coefficient

J =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

=
|A ∩ B |

|A ∩ B | + |A △ B |

=
|A ∩ B |

|A | + |B | − |A ∩ B |

=
|A | + |B | − |A ∪ B |

|A ∪ B |

"Double counting" to 
eliminate union

"Double counting" to eliminate 
intersection



Jaccard Similarity

 = {1, 2, 3, 4}A  = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}B



Cardinality in the real world
Real-world 
Meaning

AGGCCACAGTGTATTATGACTG
|||||||||||  |||||||||
AGGCCACAGTGAGTTATGACTG

AAAAAAAAAAAGATGT-AAGTA
|||||||||||||||| |||||
AAAAAAAAAAAGATGTAAAGTA

GAGG--TCAGATTCACAGCCAC
||||  ||||||||||||||||
GAGGGGTCAGATTCACAGCCAC

Set similarities

J =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

O =
|A ∩ B |

min( |A | , |B | )

Cardinalities

|A |
|B |

|A ∪ B |
|A ∩ B |



Estimating Cardinalities

Claim: We don’t need to look at all items in a set to estimate similarity!
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Cardinality Estimation
I take cards labeled 1--1,000 and 
choose a random subset of size  
to hide in my hat

N

You may see one representative from 
the cards in the hat; which to pick?

You would like to 
estimate N

21
0

03
5

02
3

91
7

98
1

34
2

83
0

01
7

33
2

52
5

09
2

70
9

Minimum, median, maximum?  Something else?



Cardinality Estimation

If minimum is 95, what's our estimate for ?N

0 999
95

Informally:  points scattered randomly across interval 
divide it in  + 1 parts, each about  long

N
N 1000/(N + 1)

What if minimum was 500? ...10?  ... 4?



Cardinality Estimation

If minimum is 95, what's our estimate for ?N

0 999
95

What if minimum was 500? ...10?  ... 4?

95 ≈ 1000/(N + 1)
N + 1 ≈ 10.5

N ≈ 9.5



Does kth-smallest estimate better than minimum?

0 N

0 N

kth

1st

Or is it "just another point" on the line?

Cardinality Estimation



Cardinality Estimation

The interval from 0 to the kth-smallest  is the sum of the 
intervals between all the ith smallests up to k

0

kth

kth-smallest ≈ k · N/(n + 1)

min 3rd
2nd 4th

...

...

min ≈      N/(n + 1) Kth Minimum Value (KMV) 
estimates better than 
minimum via averaging

N



True cardinality = 1,000

Cardinality Estimation



Cardinality Estimation 

Say  is a 64-bit hash 
function;

h64

0 1

h64(x)
264 − 1

spreads outputs along [0, 1] 
with super fine resolution

A hash function randomly “spreads” items along the range of the 
hash function — any hashable dataset is a “hat problem” !



Minhash Sketch
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applied to document similarity20, image similarity22, sequence simi-
larity23–25 and metagenomic clustering26. The approach can also be 
viewed as a generalization of minimizers27. Briefly, to create a sketch 
for a DNA sequence, one must convert all k-mers (also known as, shin-
gles or q-grams) to integer fingerprints using multiple, randomized 
hash functions. For each hash function, only the minimum valued 
fingerprint, or min-mer, is retained. The collection of min-mers for 
a sequence makes the sketch (Fig. 1 and Online Methods). This local-
ity-sensitive hashing allows the Jaccard similarity of two k-mer sets 
to be estimated by simply computing the Hamming distance between 
their sketches. The resulting estimate is strongly correlated with the 
number of shared k-mers between two sequences (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). Because the sketches are comparatively small, this is a com-
putationally efficient technique for estimating similarity.

RESULTS
MinHash alignment filtering
MHAP uses MinHash sketches for efficient alignment filtering. The 
time required to hash, index, store and compare k-mers is propor-
tional to the sketch size, so it is preferable to keep sketches small. 
However, using fewer min-mers reduces the sensitivity of the filter. 
It is possible to use sketches an order of magnitude smaller than the 
input reads, while maintaining acceptable overlap detection accuracy 
(Fig. 2a,b). For human, using a small value of k (e.g., 10) increases the 
number of false matches found, so it is preferable to use the largest 
value of k that maintains sensitivity.

Specifically, 16-mers can effectively detect 2 kbp overlaps from  
10 kbp reads simulated from the human genome with an overlap error 
rate of 30%, so MHAP uses k = 16 by default (Fig. 2b, Supplementary 
Notes 1 and 2 and Online Methods). Sensitivity can be further 
improved by increasing the sketch size, which reduces the expected 
error of the Jaccard estimate (Supplementary Fig. 1). Additionally, 
because the error rate of an alignment is roughly additive in the 
error rate of the two reads, mapping high-error reads to a reference 
genome is easier than overlapping. For mapping 10 kbp reads to the 
human genome with a 15% error rate, a sketch of only ~150 16-mers 
is required to achieve over 80% sensitivity.

The efficiency of MHAP improves with increased read length. 
Figure 2c compares the total number of k-mers counted during 
MHAP overlapping with a direct approach that exactly measures the 
Jaccard similarity between two reads without using sketches. For a 

fixed number of total bases sequenced, and a minimum 20% overlap 
length, the relative number of min-mer comparisons performed by 
MHAP decays rapidly with increasing read length, because the com-
plexity is governed only by the sketch size (a constant) and the number 
of reads (which decreases for increasing read length; Supplementary 
Note 1 and Supplementary Table 1). Thus, the efficiency of MHAP 
is expected to improve with the increasing read length and accuracy 
of future long-read sequencing technologies.

MHAP overlapping performance
In addition to being fast, MHAP is also a highly sensitive overlap-
per. We evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of MHAP versus two 
other tools designed for SMRT reads, BLASR28 and DALIGNER29. 
BWA-MEM30, SNAP31 and RazerS32 were also evaluated, but current 
versions of these algorithms did not reliably detect noisy overlaps 
between all pairs of reads (Supplementary Note 3). The performance  
of MHAP, BLASR and DALIGNER was evaluated by comparing 
detected overlaps to true overlaps, which were inferred from map-
ping reads to reference genomes, and the tools were evaluated using 
multiple parameter settings and sequencing chemistries (Table 1, 
Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 
and Online Methods).

MHAP sensitivity is tunable based on the size of k, the sketch size 
and the Jaccard similarity threshold. Based on the parameter sweep 
(Supplementary Table 2) and empirical assembly tests, two MHAP 
parameter settings (fast and sensitive) were chosen that balanced 
speed with accuracy (Table 1 and Supplementary Note 2). BLASR 
sensitivity is primarily affected by the bestn parameter, which con-
trols how many alignments are reported for each read. The HGAP15 
assembler sets bestn equal to the depth of sequencing coverage, but 
this can result in missed overlaps for repetitive genomes. BLASR 
runtime and sensitivity was highly genome-dependent and affected 
by sequence complexity and uneven replicon coverage (Table 1). 
Like BWA-MEM, BLASR was originally designed for mapping  
to a reference and is not ideally suited for overlapping all pairs  
of reads. In contrast, MHAP considers all possible alignments; it 
was consistently accurate across all genomes tested and an order of  
magnitude faster than BLASR at all levels of sensitivity 
(Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3).

Like MHAP, DALIGNER utilizes efficient k-mer matching to detect 
long-read overlaps. Although developed for the Dazzler assembler, 
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S1 : : S2

14 57 36

a

b

c

d
e

14 57 36 19
58 37 16 15
40 23 2 61
33 28 11 54

5 48 47 26
22 1 60 43
24 7 50 45
33 28 11 54

5 48 47 26
20 3 62 41
18 13 56 39

[ 5,    1,    6,    6 ]
Sketch (S2)

min-mers

36 19 14 57
18 13 56 39
11 54 33 28
44 27 6 49
49 44 27 6

5 48 47 26
22 1 60 43
24 7 50 45
35 30 9 52
13 56 39 18
54 33 28 11
27 6 49 44

[ 5,    1,    2,    15]
Sketch (S1)

J (S1, S2) ! 2/4 = 0.5

S1 :

S2 :

�1 �2 �3 �4 �1 �2 �3 �4

Figure 1 Rapid overlapping of noisy reads using MinHash sketches.  
(a) To create a MinHash sketch of a DNA sequence S, we first decomposed 
the sequence into its constituent k-mers. In the example shown, k = 3,  
resulting in 12 k-mers each for S1 and S2. (b) All k-mers are then 
converted to integer fingerprints by multiple hash functions. The number 
of hash functions determines the resulting sketch size H. Here, where  
H = 4, four independent hash sets are generated for each sequence 
('1…H). In MHAP, after the initial hash ('1), subsequent fingerprints are 
generated using an XORShift pseudo-random number generator ('2…H). 
The k-mer generating the minimum value for each hash is referred to as 
the min-mer for that hash. (c) The sketch of a sequence is composed 
of the ordered set of its H min-mer fingerprints, which is much smaller 
than the set of all k-mers. In this example, the sketches of S1 and S2 
share the same minimum fingerprints (underlined) for '1 and '2. (d) The 
fraction of entries shared between the sketches of two sequences S1 and 
S2 (0.5) serves as an estimate of their true Jaccard similarity (0.22), with 
the error bound controlled by H. In practice, H >> 4 is required to obtain 
accurate estimates. (e) If sufficient similarity is detected between two 
sketches, the shared min-mers (ACC and CCG in this case) are located 
in the original sequences and the median difference in their positions is 
computed to determine the overlap offset (0) for S1 and S2.

2) Multiple hash functions  
( Γ ) map kmers to values. 

1) Sequence decomposed 
into kmers

3) The smallest values for 
each hash function is chosen

Assembling large genomes with single-molecule sequencing and locality-sensitive hashing 
Berlin et al (2015) Nature Biotechnology

4) The Jaccard similarity can 
be estimated by the overlap 
in the Minimum Hashes 
(Minhash)


